UNPERVADED SPACE
Pervaded space is now approaching the
mid-point of the expanding phase while unpervaded
space nears the mid-point of the contracting phase. For a
billion years the space reservoirs contract while the Master
Universe and the force activities of all horizontal space
expand. It thus requires a little over 2 billion years to
complete the entire expansion-contraction cycle.
p.124/2

This means unpervaded by
forces, energies, powers &
presences known to exist in
pervaded space. It seems to
exist to counter-balance the
space-expansion-contraction
cycles of the universe of
universes. p.123/6

All space alternately contracts & expands. This affects both
the horizontal extensions of pervaded space & the
vertical extensions of unpervaded space which
exist in vast space reservoirs above & below
Paradise. As the universes of pervaded
space expand, the reservoirs of
unpervaded space contract and
vice versa.

MIDSPACE ZONE: quiet zone that separates space
levels. Only this quiescent midspace zone comes into
contact with Paradise. These zones grow larger & larger
at greater distances from Paradise and eventually encompass the borders of all space completely
encapsulating the pervaded space areas. p.124/4
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Pervaded space extends horizontally out through
the 4th space level and beyond the periphery of
the Master Universe

PERVADED SPACE

7 Superuniverses

MIDSPACE
ZONE

The complete contraction
of pervaded space and
complete expansion of
the unpervaded space
reservoirs.
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Pervaded space contains all the matter, universes,
worlds, forces, energies, powers & presences.

Isle of Paradise
21 Immense Satellite spheres
Havona: 7 circuits of 1 billion planets
Dark Gravity Bodies
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There is a confluence of pervaded and
unpervaded space just underneath Nether
Paradise. Here both types of space flow
through transmuting regulation channels
making pervadable space nonpervadable and
vice versa in the space-expansion-contraction
cycles of the cosmos. p.123/4

UNPERVADED SPACE

The complete contraction of
unpervaded space and complete expansion of pervaded
space containing the Master
Universe.

